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Together towards the future
for the people

for the environment

Responsible management in harmony with people and the environment: this is how we see the future.

On the way there, we rely on authenticity. Sustainability is our corporate philosophy. We work for  

climate-friendly mobility every day, cover our electricity needs from renewable energies, use public  

transport for business trips and donate local public transport season tickets to our employees.  

Partnership is the basis of our success and our corporate culture is characterized by fairness and  

family-friendly working hours.

We guarantee quality standards that meet your requirements: Our DIN ISO 9001 certified company is 

in a continuous improvement process, fulfils the highest quality standards in projects and internally, 

which is impressively demonstrated by numerous satisfied customers and successfully completed  

projects. The successfully completed certification of the accounting processes in our software solutions 

by an auditing institute and the currently upcoming DIN EN ISO/IEC 27001 audit of the server operation 

are further steps on this path.

We feel socially responsible. 

Achieving goals and requirements by 

acting accordingly ourselves - that is 

what we stand for.“In the last 25 years we 

have grown from  a two-

man startup to an indepen-

dent, stable and successful com-

pany with 60 employees. It is 

important to us to share the fruits of 

our labour of our work, which is why 

we donate every year a significant 

amount of charitable initi-

atives and pro-

jects.”



We are highQ
moving more as a team

Creative minds, resourceful specialists, hard-working creators - our team of 60 convicts does a lot of 

work at our headquarters in Freiburg and at our important locations in Hamburg, Stuttgart, Frankfurt 

and Berlin. Together, they all contribute to the success, combining Baden’s ingenuity with the Nordic 

cool head to create an unbeatable symbiosis for a sustainable future.

We are reachable: you can rely on short response times and service-oriented support. We understand 

user needs from experience and up-to-date expertise. Accordingly, our products convince not only  

with their function, but also with their user-friendliness. Meanwhile, we have a large support team,  

a customer satisfaction department and highly available systems that are supported 24/7/365 by  

our administrators.

We owe various awards to our partnership with scientists and users. For example, we were awarded 

the seal of approval “Innovative through Research” by the Stifterverband der Deutschen Wissenschaft 

for our research activities and won the Freiburg Innovation Award in 2021. As a company of our size, 

being nominated for the German Sustainability Award 2021 is another recognition of our efforts.

You can rely on us – even before the project begins, you know when your product will be ready for use. 

Of course, the protection of your data and that of your customers is particularly important to us.  

We therefore securely host all data on our own servers or in selected European partner data centers.  

In January 2021, we therefore joined the GAIA-X initiative as a Day-1-member, in which we develop 

common requirements for a European data infrastructure with other members.
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Sustainable mobility solutions
a networked future

As a resource-saving software solution, our mobility platform, the highQ MobilitySuite,  

coordinates flexible combinations of different modes of transport, depending on the traffic situation 

and the environmental situation. If all transport and service providers have a common open access  

(from municipal transport operations to car and bike sharing to complementary services, parking  

garages, etc. ), a cross-modal offer is created that is directly available to the user.

With the highQ mobility platform, we provide users with an alternative to individual transport,  

networked and multimodal. It makes it easy to switch to more environmentally friendly means of  

transport on the road to the mobility of the future. Motivation can be further enhanced by an  

incentive component.



Bundle transport offers, optimise sales processes

User-friendly and intelligent, our mytraQ app enables future-oriented mobility for optimal course –  

in terms of distance as well as financially. Instead of buying a ticket, check registered users log into 

mytraQ with their smartphone and book a driving licence before starting their journey. That first check-in/

be-out system (CiBo) in Germany automatically detects which route is covered (every change or exit)  

and automatically calculates the lowest fare. At the end of the week, a bundled billing takes place.

For the public transport concept implemented by Stadtwerke Osnabrück AG, which is unique in  

Germany, in which highQ as general contractor supplied the integrated sales background system,  

our Customer awarded with the Stadtwerke Award 2020. The prize pays particular tribute to the role 

model and innovation character and sustainability of the project.

“Via our digital mobility platform,  

our customers can conveniently access all  

mobility offers from a single source.  

Thanks to the modular system structure,  

we can add further offers at any time.”

Maik Blome, Marketing and Sales Manager 

Mobility Stadtwerke Osnabrück



Secure software solutions
for transparency and efficiency

Successfully used for banks and savings banks for years, our controlling software convinces by its 

practical relevance. It was developed together with users and is tailored precisely to their needs.

Our concerns? Transparency and security. The demand responsive software solutions offers you  

targeted support in the management of construction projects and existing properties. In doing so,  

you can reliably keep an eye on the current status and upcoming measures.

 for the credit phase (abakusBT – developer credit management, risk minimisation and early  

 warning system)

 for inventory management (abakusRE – inventory holder management, transparency and  

 security)

We presented abakusBT at an accredited commercial law firm. This has examined abakusBT intensively 

and can certify “sector-specific functions for building management with high benefits”. Functions such 

as the recording of object-related and building contractor-specific basic data, the recording and proces-

sing of account rates and purchase contracts as well as cost and contribution control were examined.

Our solutions are also successfully used by more than 60 banks and savings banks nationwide.



Overview of our IT-Solutions
highQ stands for innovative IT-Solutions for mobility and controlling

Mobile ticket sales using a tablet provide the bus driver 

with an appropriate mobility assistant. 

Revenue management – the optimal combination of 

different distribution channels 

PlanB makes it quick and easy to optimise timetable 

and duty roster data

The perfect mobility assistant

TicketOffice is highQ’s digital “ticket counter” –  

a true all-in-one solution for the efficient and  

transparent management of season ticket holders, 

occasional passengers and school transportation. 

Interoperable background systems for passenger  

transport standardised e-ticketing for cities,  

regions and networks

The challenge: Traffic on demand. For individual, 

public mobility

Transparent controlling for property portfolio holders

All-in-one platform of a smart, sustainable mobility 

solution

Transparent controlling for property developer loans
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